Employees:
developing
a culture of brave
The future is exciting.

Ready?

INTRODUCTION
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A GENERATION
AGO, CAREERS
WERE FOR LIFE.
WORK TOOK
PLACE ON
SITE AND
CORPORATE
HIERARCHIES
WERE CLEARLY
DEFINED.
Today, portfolio careers are the norm, remote
and flexible working are commonplace, and
C-suite roles are evolving all the time. This is
a business landscape in which the workforce
continually redefines where, when and how
work gets done.

The digital workforce is hungry for
change. Staff demand exceptional
experiences, and any business that
can provide them will reap the
benefits. A more flexible approach
to work will allow them to harness
the strengths of the on-demand
workforce, build agile innovation
teams, and enhance productivity
through technology.

WELCOME
TO THE NEW WORLD OF WORK

Vodafone Global Enterprise has
conducted a series of interviews
with thought leaders, futurologists,
academics and other industry experts
to identify the drivers of change
building the new world of work.
This guide explores three of them, and
asks how you can embrace them to
thrive in an exciting business landscape.

QUANTIFIABLE WORKFORCE
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QUANTIFIABLE
WORKFORCE

#1
Knowledge is power

The Bank of America has
chipped employee badges
to understand who the most
productive workforces are.
They found that the people
who are most productive have
breaks with their colleagues,
so they’ve changed the

Our first change agent is the quantifiable workforce. This is about
how data – and the connected technologies that capture it –
can provide rich insights about your employees. With this new
information, businesses can encourage the workforce to become
more productive, creative and fulfilled. But the enterprise must
balance data capture with employee wellbeing. How will staff
respond to being tracked and monitored?
working infrastructure to have
collaborative breaks.”
Tiffany St James,
Digital Transformation Strategist
and Speaker

Connected technologies are
everywhere. Smartphones,
wearables and even
implantables are creating a
host of new data, leading to
potentially valuable insights.

For the enterprise, this presents
an opportunity. By tracking
employees’ movements –
even their heart rate and stress
levels – businesses can boost
productivity, enhance wellbeing
and improve safety.
As with the Bank of America
example, these findings can
be unexpected, and lead
to proactive management
decisions that would never
have been made otherwise.

Such insights are invaluable,
but businesses must be
careful. Without a clear value
exchange in which employees
and employers derive mutual
benefit, the workforce is
naturally wary of being
monitored. It can all feel a little
Orwellian. What employee
would willingly volunteer to
have their comings and goings
pored over by their employers?

“THERE WILL BE 20.8 BILLION
CONNECTED ‘THINGS’ IN USE
WORLDWIDE BY 2020.”
Gartner press release,
February 2017

QUANTIFIABLE WORKFORCE
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Trust and value

Trust is at the heart of it all.
If you don’t trust your employer
to do what they say they’re
going to do, then it’s not going
to be accepted.”
Dayoán Daumont,
Consulting Partner, Innovation,
OgilvyRED

In our enterprise guide,
we discuss how trust and value
are integral when handling
consumer data. It’s the same
where employees are concerned
– perhaps even more so.

“70% OF EMPLOYEES WOULD
CONSIDER MIND AND BODY-BOOSTING
TREATMENTS IF IT IMPROVED THEIR
JOB PROSPECTS.”
PwC, The Workforce of the Future, 2017

Attempts to monitor productivity
may set alarm bells ringing
among your employees –
it implies you don’t trust them.
The workforce needs to feel
like the data they’re giving
up through connected devices
like wearables (and in future,
implantables) is working in
their favour – rather than
looking over their shoulders.
If it helps to deliver exceptional
employee experiences,
minimise unnecessary overtime,
enhance their safety or improve
their job prospects, then it’s
a fair value exchange.

Businesses must be clear
about their goals from the
outset. When employees know
their employer’s intentions,
they’ll be more open to handing
over their data. With this
information, the enterprise can
work out how and when workers
perform at their best, and create
working policies and practices
to enhance job satisfaction
and boost productivity.
The role of technology

By adopting technology and
practicing algorithmic systems,
we can create a greater sense of
consistency in terms of how the
workforce gets looked after, and
how employees get treated.”
Azeem Azhar, Founder, PeerIndex

The rise of artificial intelligence
(AI) is reinventing how businesses
quantify the value of their
staff. Contributions that were
once unmeasurable can now
be tracked and recorded, and
physical signals like heart rates,
stress levels and tiredness
monitored to maintain the
safety of staff and public alike.

To make full use of the
quantifiable workforce,
businesses must:
•	
Embed AI in business
processes to enable
the extraction of valuable
data insights
• Introduce wearable and
implantable technologies
capable of delivering tangible
health and safety benefits
• Implement strong data
security protocols to
build trust
Certain sectors are leading the
way in quantifiable workforce
adoption. Haulage and logistics
companies have seen great
results from wearables used
to monitor driver fatigue and
prevent accidents, while in
South Korea, steel companies
have introduced smart watches
capable of monitoring health and
environmental risks – and even
issuing warnings.
These examples show how the
quantifiable workforce can be put
into action for the benefit of staff
and employers alike.

POP-UP TEAMS
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POP-UP TEAMS

#2

The job market is changing dramatically. Careers for life have been overtaken
by the gig economy. Flexible working, short-term contracts and portfolio careers
have redefined how and where work gets done. And the Gigabit Society – where
people, places and devices can tap into data speeds of 1,000Mbps – is creating
new jobs, ways of working and business models. Today, pop-up teams and
project-based work are catalysts for businesses becoming streamlined and
agile – and this could benefit employees and enterprises.
Mix and match

Legacy businesses need
pop-up teams as a short
term-solution to provide a
step change in their ability
to interact with customers.”
Tiffany St James,
Digital Transformation Strategist
and Speaker

Relationships between
businesses and their staff
are growing increasingly
complex. Keeping up with
customer expectations is
making businesses’ needs
more unpredictable and
time-sensitive.
At the same time, employees
increasingly desire flexibility,
freedom and frequent change.
Consequently, traditional
contracts of employment have –
in many cases – grown obsolete.

60% of respondents think few
people will have stable, longterm employment in the future.”
PwC, Workforce of the Future

Today, the enterprise must
be streamlined, nimble,
and responsive to change.
Businesses need access to
specialised skills, but don’t want
to invest heavily in resources
they might draw on just once
or twice a year. Meanwhile,
many employees are reluctant

to commit to a single career
path, while others crave the
variety and strong work/life
balance offered by flexitime
and portfolio careers. Pop-up
teams can address the needs
of each party.

LEGACY BUSINESSES
NEED POP-UP
TEAMS AS A SHORTTERM SOLUTION.

POP-UP TEAMS

Two sides, one coin

It’s valuable having agility even
in business as usual, as much
as it is in an innovation context.
The question is, can you bring
together the right mix of skills
for a particular problem?”
Azeem Azhar,
Founder, PeerIndex

By working in pop-up teams,
employees will benefit from
greater professional variety and
job satisfaction. Businesses,
meanwhile, can supplement
their core talent with short-term
hires and freelancers capable
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of handling agile, project-based
work. However, outsourcing
talent will have a knock-on effect
for both the enterprise, and the
employees themselves.
For the enterprise, the
emergence of pop-up teams will
result in a growing war for talent.
It’s the risk you run for drawing on
skills and experience beyond the
four walls of your organisation
– the best talent won’t always
be available. For the workforce,
the risk is more pronounced.
Sacrificing a permanent job for
a portfolio career – or being
required to do so – can mean
passing up on the job security
and rights that go with full-time
employment.

The role of technology

Organisations can now bring
these teams together in ways
they couldn’t before, because
you’ve got video calling and
shared whiteboards and all of
the technologies that support
these teams.”
Azeem Azhar,
Founder, PeerIndex

Pop-up teams represent a huge
opportunity for the enterprise to
become more lightweight, flexible
and cost efficient. But to seize
these opportunities, businesses
need to bring in the necessary

skills and experience. Only by
adopting the digital technologies
needed to enable agile, projectbased working – and to identify
and attract the right talent – can
the enterprise adjust to this new
approach to work.
To fully embrace the agility of
pop-up teams, business should:
•	
Unify communications across
cultural and geographic
boundaries to access the
best available talent
•	
Identify the talent and
intellectual property
required with the use of AI

. •	Use blockchain to build
efficient relationships between
the enterprise and temporary
workers, enabling smart
contracts and transparent
payment infrastructure
The agency model is a strong
example of how pop-up teams
can be employed to great
success. Creative agencies have
been using this model for years
– teams are formed, broken, and
re-formed in response to the
demands of project-based work.
Creative agencies are used
to drawing on the skills of
freelancers to handle workload
spikes or specialist tasks –
swelling their core teams during
busier periods, and shrinking

them again when things are
quiet. Larger and traditional
businesses need to examine
their pre-existing structures if
they are to succeed with a
similar approach.

ORGANISATIONS
CAN NOW BRING
THESE TEAMS
TOGETHER IN WAYS
THEY COULDN’T
BEFORE.

THE INTELLIGENT EXECUTIVE
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THE INTELLIGENT
EXECUTIVE

#3

It’s time to explore our final driver of change. The intelligent executive is all
about how human teams interpret the role of AI in the workplace. AI promises
to not only help executives make more confident, informed decisions, but
actively join the workforce as ‘cobots’ – robotic coworkers. A new breed of
executive is required if we are to understand how AI, automation and machine
learning will impact the human workforce, and to address the negative
preconceptions associated with AI.
Those new jobs, by contrast,
will be largely white collar.

Paranoid android

There’s a fear factor for everyone
around AI, when it starts to
replace people’s jobs. But what
people are really excited about
is having their time schedules
done more elegantly, having
the manual paperwork done
more effectively.”
Tiffany St James, Digital
Transformation Strategist and Speaker

It’s hard not to see artificial
intelligence as a threat. We’ve
been conditioned by Hollywood
to see intelligent machines as
threatening – to our jobs, society,
and even our lives. And when
one of the world’s most prolific
entrepreneurs and technologists,
Elon Musk, describes AI as
“humanity’s biggest existential
threat”, then maybe it’s a
wake-up call.

AI will displace 1.8 million jobs by
2020, but create 2.3 million more.”
Gartner press release, December 2017

While there’s a potentially
disruptive side to AI, there are
balancing factors too. Of the
1.8 million jobs that will disappear
by the end of the decade, many
will be blue collar roles – such as
trucking or assembly line work.

The enterprise must convince the
workforce that AI represents an
opportunity, rather than a threat.
Doing so will involve finding a
role for those displaced by AI
and automation.
An even more significant
challenge, however, will be
learning to work alongside AI.

Gartner predicts that by the end
of this year, more than three
million workers around the
world will be managed by ‘robot’
bosses. McKinsey, meanwhile,
claims that 25% of a CEO’s job
can already be handled by AI.
The idea of being managed by
a piece of software – or even,
in the near future, a humanoid
robot – raises a number of
profound questions. And the
intelligent executive must
answer them.

AN EVEN MORE
SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGE,
HOWEVER, WILL BE
LEARNING TO WORK
ALONGSIDE AI.

THE INTELLIGENT EXECUTIVE

I, robot

What else can you do now
that you don’t have to spend
10 hours filling in paperwork?
Ultimately, it’s about displacing
the menial for the valuable.”
Dayoán Daumont, Consulting Partner,
Innovation, OgilvyRED

As AI becomes part of the
workplace, there’ll be cultural,
technological and skills-based
questions that the intelligent
executive must answer. For
example, ‘robotic’ bosses and
coworkers can carry out often
complex tasks, but struggle
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with the nuances of human
relationships. Intelligent
executives must act as
interpreter, maintaining positive
worker relationships while
getting the best out of AI for
the enterprise, its employees
and the customer.
But this won’t happen
automatically. In an AI-driven
future, the workforce could
be free to concentrate on the
creative, strategic, high-value
activities with which AI tends
to struggle. The enterprise
should take steps to make this
future a reality by creating a
digital workspace in which the
intelligent executive can thrive.

The role of technology

We see AI in advanced social
listening, we see it in chatbots,
we see it in being able to mine
call-centre dialogue to come
up with the right answers
for customers.”
Tiffany St James, Digital
Transformation Strategist
and Speaker

Currently, the most common
application of AI in the
workplace is in a support
role. We call this ‘augmented
intelligence’. The intelligent
executive could oversee the
transition from ‘support’ to
‘service’, where greater decisionmaking responsibility rests with
machines. In the future, AI and
automation will take on ever
greater workloads, freeing the
human workforce to spend their
time on high-value jobs. To make
this transition, businesses must
put the right technologies in
place at the right time.

To extract full value from AI,
intelligent executives need:
• T o use analytics to create
actionable insights
• T o automate core processes
and enable strategic
leadership
• T o provide training in artificial
and augmented intelligence
– and how to transform it into
customer benefits
In our Vantage Point webcast,
Azeem Azhar highlighted a great
example of how AI contributions
can free human beings to
concentrate on higher-value
tasks. In the healthcare industry,
AI is being used to interpret large
volumes of information – CT and

MRI scans, for example – and
look for patterns or anomalies in
the data. A task that previously
required hours of a doctor’s
time can now be completed
in minutes, freeing healthcare
professionals to concentrate
on the more valuable task
of patient interaction. The
intelligent executive will enable
humans and machines to play
to their strengths.

WHAT COMES NEXT
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WHAT COMES NEXT?
The millennial workforce
is collaborative and
purposeful – and they
want businesses and
organisations to be
purposeful too. Large,
legacy organisations have
a job to do to attract this
group of savvy young
people, and make their
workplaces an interesting
place for them.”
Tiffany St James,
Digital Transformation Strategist and Speaker

Ultimately, each of these
drivers of change is about
increasing value for your
employees – both what they
contribute to the organisation,
and what they take away from
it. They’re about enhancing
employee wellbeing,
productivity and creativity,
while enabling them to work in
a way that suits their lifestyle.
By adopting this new approach
to employee-employer
relationships, the enterprise
can become increasingly stripped
down and agile – enabling
cost and resource-effective,
project-based business models.

A change in mindset is required
if the enterprise is to attract the
tech-savvy workforce needed to
make this new world of work a
reality. Embrace these drivers of
change, and business can thrive.
Plus, employees will be more
inclined to take the leap of faith
into a brave new – and increasingly
intelligent – world.
Find out more about
the digital future
> Read enterprise guide
> Read consumer guide
Contact your Vodafone Account
Manager to see how technology
can help you create a culture
of brave.

